Three-dimensional gait analysis (3DGA) is shown to be a useful clinical tool for the evaluation of gait abnormality due to movement disorders. However, the use of 3DGA in actual clinics remains uncommon. Possible reasons could include the time-consuming measurement process and difficulties in understanding measurement results, which are often presented using a large number of graphs. Here we present a clinician-friendly 3DGA method developed to facilitate the clinical use of 3DGA. This method consists of simplified preparation and measurement processes that can be performed in a short time period in clinical settings and intuitive results presentation to facilitate clinicians' understanding of results. The quick, simplified measurement procedure is achieved by the use of minimum markers and measurement of patients on a treadmill. To facilitate clinician understanding, results are presented in figures based on the clinicians' perspective. A Lissajous overview picture (LOP), which shows the trajectories of all markers from a holistic viewpoint, is used to facilitate intuitive understanding of gait patterns. Abnormal gait pattern indices, which are based on clinicians' perspectives in gait evaluation and standardized using the data of healthy subjects, are used to evaluate the extent of typical abnormal gait patterns in stroke patients. A graph depicting the analysis of the toe clearance strategy, which depicts how patients rely on normal and compensatory strategies to achieve toe clearance, is also presented. These methods could facilitate implementation of 3DGA in clinical settings and further encourage development of measurement strategies from the clinician's point of view.
Introduction
Previous studies have shown the usefulness of three-dimensional gait analysis (3DGA) for the evaluation of gait after stroke 1, 2, 3 . Studies with high-quality motion analysis systems have provided substantial insight into human gait patterns, not only of those of healthy subjects but also those due to various movement disorders such as stroke or cerebral palsy 4, 5 . Understanding pathology, assessing patients prior to treatment for planning, or monitoring intervention effects could all be promoted with 3DGA 6 . Further, several recent studies have demonstrated the potential of 3DGA to provide a guide for rehabilitative training 7, 8 . However, the use of 3DGA in daily clinical practice is still limited. One of the major issues is its time-consuming process. Marker sets commonly used in gait analysis 9, 10, 11 consist of more than 30 markers for whole-body measurement. These marker sets enable very precise estimation of limb and trunk movement. This contributes to accuracy of the analysis, which is usually done from the data of limited number of steps that could be captured by cameras placed around a walkway. However, this requires a time-consuming preparation and measurement processes, which impedes the use of 3DGA in daily clinical practice.
Another drawback to using 3DGA in a clinical setting is that it can be difficult to interpret the results provided 12 .
The results of 3DGA are commonly shown in graphs depicting parameters such as joint angles and displacement of body parts. However, gait evaluation in the rehabilitation clinics not only involves evaluating the movement of body parts but also holistic movement patterns. The latter can only be understood by assessing the relationships between those parameters, and the difficulty involved in doing so makes clinicians less willing to use 3DGA.
To address these problems and facilitate the use of 3DGA in the rehabilitation clinic, we propose a simplified and intuitive measurement method for 3DGA. The measurement method consists of the following: (1) a simplified marker set with 12 markers; (2) measurement of patients on
Preparation
NOTE: The measurement method proposed herein utilizes a simplified marker set consisting of twelve markers, as outlined below. The entire measurement process, including preparation, can be performed within 20 min. The feasibility of this protocol in real clinical settings has been verified in previous studies 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 .
1. Perform the calibration process according to manufacturer's protocol. 2. Instruct patients to wear easy fit, skintight legwear, and place the colored markers on the patient, as outlined below.
1. Place markers (30 mm in diameter) at the following points on the patient's body: both acromia, hips (at points one-third of the way from the greater trochanter of the femur along a line joining each anterior superior iliac spine with each greater trochanter), knees (on the midline of the anterior-posterior diameter of each lateral epicondyle of the femur), ankles (lateral malleoli), toes (fifth metatarsal heads), and iliac crests (at the position of each iliac crest on a vertical line passing through the hips). 1. Generate LOPs from trajectories at the coordinates of ten markers and the virtual center of gravity (COG) in the horizontal (x-y), sagittal (y-z), and coronal (z-x) planes (x: left/right, y: anterior/posterior, z: superior/inferior). 1. Draw the LOP with the software or by constructing a scatterplot that covers the motion range of all the markers on a spreadsheet software. Calculate the virtual COG by hypothesizing each body segment to be as follows: trunk, 0.66; thigh, 0.1; lower thigh, 0.05; and foot, 0.02. Subsequently, calculate COG as the composition center of the segments.
Measurement
2. At each marker, extract raw data for the three components (x, y, and z) for each gait cycle, normalize these by gait cycle, and average the values. Set mean values of the x-and y-components of the virtual COG to 0 and use these as references for the x-and ycomponents of the markers.
3. Calculation of Abnormal Gait Index for Hemiparetic Gait NOTE: Several common gait patterns are known to be features of hemiparetic gait after stroke. These include hip hiking, circumduction, and lateral shift of the trunk 18 . Indices for abnormal gait patterns have been developed to quantify the extent of these gait patterns 13, 16, 17 . To date, ten abnormal gait indices (hip hiking, circumduction, forefoot contact, retropulsion of the hip, excessive hip external rotation, excessive lateral shift of the trunk over the unaffected side, knee extensor thrust, flexed-knee gait, insufficient knee flexion during the swing phase and medial whip) have been reported. The formula for each index is shown in Table 1 coordinate of the contralateral hip joint marker, corrected for the mean left-right difference of the z-coordinate during the double support phase. 2. Calculate the deviation score (t-score) based on measurement data of healthy subjects. Calculate the standardized score as follows: T = 50 + 10 × (X−µ) / δ (T: deviation score; X: individual data; µ: mean raw value of the healthy subjects; δ: standard deviation).
Analysis of Toe Clearance Strategy
NOTE: Strategies for toe clearance during swing vary greatly between healthy subjects and patients with lower limb paresis. In healthy subjects, toe clearance is achieved by limb shortening, with minimal movements of the pelvis or trunk. On the other hand, patients with paresis cannot shorten their limbs to the same extent. For these patients, the resulting compensatory strategies such as pelvic tilt or circumduction also affect toe clearance 19 . In this analysis, the height of toe clearance at mid-swing is divided into two parts: the vertical gain achieved by limb shortening and that gained by compensatory movements, which directly affect toe clearance. The components that comprise toe clearance (vertical component of limb shortening, pelvic obliquity, hip abduction, and vaulting) are calculated as outlined below.
1. Calculate total toe clearance from the z-coordinate of the fifth metatarsal head as an index of toe clearance. 
Representative Results
The method presented herein is used to evaluate patients with gait disorders. The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 2 , Figure  3 , and Figure 4 . These figures show the results of the simplified 3DGA of a patient with hemiparesis and a healthy control. Figure 2 shows a representative LOP of a stroke patient's complete gait pattern. In this patient, typical gait patterns such as circumduction, hip elevation, and trunk lateral movement were observed. Figure 3 is a radar chart showing stroke patients' abnormal gait index (deviation score). Standardized scores of circumduction and hip elevation were high, indicating that those movements in stroke patients were much greater than the standard of healthy subjects. Finally, Figure 4 is a graph depicting toe clearance strategies of a stroke patient and an age-matched healthy subject. In the healthy subject, toe clearance is usually achieved by limb shortening, whereas in the stroke patient, it is achieved mainly by compensatory movements such as pelvic obliquity and vaulting. 
Discussion
In the current report, a simplified 3DGA method was proposed. This system was designed to be used in daily practice and involves a simplified measurement method and clinician-friendly presentation of results.
Several previous reports have used 3DGA and a basic knowledge of human gait has been previously established 21 . 3DGA has the potential to contribute to rehabilitation clinics, for example, by improving the understanding of the pathology of gait disorders, for use in treatment planning, or in monitoring intervention effects. However, the use of 3DGA in rehabilitation clinics remains fairly low. There are several possible barriers to the use of 3DGA in clinical settings. The time required is likely a major obstacle, as research-based 3DGA usually requires considerable preparation time (i.e., for calibration of the system and mounting of the markers). Another issue is that results interpretation can be challenging. Gait disorders usually comprise several movement abnormalities, and understanding the various graphs resulting from analysis requires experience. In terms of clinical feasibility, analysis systems with simplified methods and intuitive data presentation would be helpful.
The considerable preparation time required to perform existing analysis methods is related to the pursuit of high measurement accuracy. However, the motion speed of patients with gait disorders is limited and in daily rehabilitation practice we may not require this level of accuracy. In the current method, the protocol is simplified and can be performed in a time period that should be short enough for feasibility in daily rehabilitation practice while maintaining the requirements for evaluating patients with movement disorders 13, 15, 16, 17 .
In the current method, the method of results presentation meets clinical requirements. In rehabilitation clinics, therapists generally begin by evaluating holistic gait patterns. The LOP is designed to help clinicians evaluate holistic gait patterns intuitively using a representative depiction (i.e., a figure) in which marker trajectories are placed according to actual positional relationships. The development of abnormal gait indices used herein was also based on clinical experience. Indices were developed to quantify the extent of clinically common abnormal gait patterns observed in stroke patients, and the concurrent validities of all indices have been confirmed via clinical observation by physical therapists 13, 15, 16 .
In addition to being an objective evaluation method that reflects clinical experience, the proposed method will ideally contribute to the development of new rehabilitation strategies. The analysis of toe clearance strategies goes beyond conventional clinical evaluation and has the potential to contribute to the planning of targeted rehabilitation treatments. In the proposed method and analysis, clinicians are presented with two targets for rehabilitation; the extent of toe clearance and the extent of compensation to achieve it. In itself, increasing toe clearance is important for safe walking; however, reducing compensation may also improve walking efficiency 22 . In the current method, clinicians would have access to both sets of information as indices of safe walking and walking efficiency, which may contribute to developing targeted rehabilitation strategies to improve the safety and efficiency of walking in rehabilitation patients.
Given the abovementioned qualities, this measurement and analysis method could facilitate the use of 3DGA in the rehabilitation clinic by providing an objective method with which to evaluate gait patterns in rehabilitation patients. Moreover, it could enable more accurate estimation of the effect of intervention than of ordinary scales used in the clinic, which could contribute to further improvement of intervention quality in the rehabilitation field.
This study was not without limitations. Considering the reduced number of markers and relatively low sampling rate, the accuracy of measurement in this system may be limited compared to existing systems. This may be a critical consideration when analyzing quick movements such as those of sports professionals. In particular, when evaluating joint angles or joint movements, the simplified marker set used in this method may be insufficient to accurately estimate joint positions. Accordingly, the analysis which emphasizes on the joint movement, such as the analysis for planning cerebral palsy surgery, could also be limited with this simplified system. Although the system was validated by the clinical evaluation, the psychometric properties of this method have not yet been defined in comparison with the gold standard method. The technical limitations should be further confirmed in future studies.
However, in patients with gait disorders, motion speed is limited and differences in performance are evident when compared with healthy subjects. Therefore, in daily practice, we may not require the level of accuracy provided by existing methods. Further, in this method, results are presented as an averaged gait pattern for a 20 s measurement period, which is longer than that of most conventional methods of measuring overground gait. This feature could enhance the accuracy and reliability of measurement.
To conclude, in this study, a simplified and intuitive 3DGA method was introduced. To facilitate the use of 3DGA in improving the quality of rehabilitation clinics, a clinically feasible measurement method should be developed. The clinician-friendly method introduced here may encourage further development of clinically feasible measurement models and the implementation of 3DGA in daily rehabilitation clinics.
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